alternative but corresponds with a number of realist analyses that cohere with one another and are incompatible with Waltzian neorealism. 5 Neorealism and postclassical realism do share important similarities: both have a systemic focus; 6 both are state-centric; both view international politics as inherently competitive; both emphasize material factors, rather than nonmaterial factors, such as ideas and institutions; and both assume states are egoistic actors that pursue selfhelp. But these common features describe how states behave only in very general terms: they are silent about, for example, how international competitiveness varies or how and when states prioritize military security over economic capacity. Specifying how states engage in self-help requires making additional assumptions about state behavior. These further assumptions, I contend, divide realism into two branches and result in competing sets of hypotheses about how states will act in a given environment.
Three assumptions differentiate these two branches of realism. Most signi cant is whether states are conditioned by the mere possibility of con ict or, alternatively, make decisions based on the probability of aggression. 7 Neorealism holds that the possibility of con ict shapes the actions of states, who are seen as always adopting a worst-case perspective. Postclassical realism does not assume states employ worstcase reasoning; rather states are understood as making decisions based on assessments of probabilities regarding security threats.
Two other differences regarding assumptions naturally follow from this possibility/ probability distinction. The rst related disagreement concerns the discount rate. Neorealism's emphasis on the possibility of con ict re ects the view that actors heavily discount the future, favoring short-term military preparedness over longerterm objectives when they con ict. In contrast, postclassical realism does not regard long-term objectivesas always subordinate to short-term security requirements; here, states often make intertemporal trade-offs.
The second related disagreement concerns state preferences. All realists agree that military security is the state's prime responsibility and that relative military capacity ultimately depends on a state's productive base. But realists diverge when these priorities con ict: common realist assumptions underspecify state preferences. All agree that defending the state from military threats takes rst priority, but neorealists and postclassical realists disagree about the degree to which states favor immediate military preparedness over economic capacity. Within neorealism, military preparedness always trumps economic capacity if the two con ict. In postclassical realism, 5. In choosing the term ''postclassical realism'' to distinguish the two branches of realism, I do not mean to imply that the theory necessarily must be permanently divided, just that dividing realism is currently necessary to improve and clarify the theory. The rationale for selecting the term is outlined in section two.
6. A ''systemic'' approach to understanding international behavior is sometimes seen as being interchangeable with a ''structural'' one. I use the term systemic to refer to analyses that focus on international in uences and do not examine domestic political variables. ''Structural'' analyses-which focus on the role of polarity-are best seen as a form of, rather than being synonymous with, ''systemic'' theory.
7. For arguments discussing the distinction between possibility and probability in a different context, see Wendt 1992, 404; and Keohane 1993, 282-83. rational policymakers may trade off a degree of military preparedness if the potential net gains in economic capacity are substantial relative to the probability of security losses.
The rst two sections of this article differentiate between neorealism and postclassical realism; the remainder of the article outlines some implications of this differentiation. In the third section I argue that awareness of realism's divergent assumptions opens up avenues for cumulative intra-realist debates and should lead to a better conceptualization of the theory. The signi cance of these divergent realist assumptions is shown by comparing the competing hypotheses they imply about (1) German and Japanese foreign policy, (2) nuclear proliferation in Ukraine, and (3) regional economic cooperation among developing countries. In the nal section I argue that a clear understanding of realism's two branches makes it easier to understand why past interchanges with liberals, constructivists, and domestic-level theories have generally been disappointing and also opens up the possibility of a more constructive future dialogue.
The Neorealist Conception of State Behavior
This section outlines the three assumptions that undergird the neorealist conception of state behavior. The rst assumption is the most signi cant, with the next two assumptions following naturally from the rst.
Possibility versus Probability
For neorealists, the international system always has high security pressures. As John Mearsheimer contends, neorealists view the international system as a ''brutal arena where states look for opportunities to take advantage of each other . . . International relations is not a constant state of war, but is a state of relentless security competition. '' 8 Similarly, Waltz argues that ''threats or seeming threats to . . . security abound. Preoccupation with identifying dangers and counteracting them become a way of life. Relations remain tense; the actors are usually suspicious and often hostile. '' 9 Neorealists envision the system to be ''one of high risk,'' although ''this is meant not in the sense that war constantly occurs but in the sense that, with each state deciding for itself whether or not to use force, war may at any time break out.'' 10 Waltz argues that ''in the absence of a supreme authority, there is then constant possibility that con icts will be settled by force. '' 11 Yet what would seem ultimately important is not that con ict is always possible in anarchy, but rather the relative chances that it will occur. Because failing to fully balance the capabilities of potential military aggressors does not necessarily result in con ict, it would seem a rational 8. Mearsheimer 1994 -95, 10. 9. Waltz 1989 . Waltz 1979 , 111, 102. 11. Waltz 1959 decision maker might operate on the margin of what is safe regarding defensive preparations when the likelihood of aggression is low, especially since military preparedness is generally quite costly. This is not the neorealist perspective. Within neorealism, a rational state never lets down its guard: states adopt a worst-case perspective and always aim to balance the military capabilities of potential aggressors. 12 For neorealists, states are conditioned by the mere possibility-and not the probability-of con ict.
Neorealists regard states as adopting such a worst-case perspective for three principal reasons. First, neorealists point to the potential costs of war as causing actors to focus on the mere possibility of con ict. As Mearsheimer maintains, ''political competition among states is a much more dangerous business than economic intercourse; it can lead to war, and war often means mass killing on the battle eld and even mass murder of civilians. In extreme cases, war can even lead to the total destruction of the state. '' 13 In the neorealist view, the mere possibility of con ict induces a high degree of caution, given the extreme potential costs of neglecting to be defensively vigilant.
Second, neorealists argue that states will ultimately focus on other state's underlying potential for aggression-as measured by material capabilities-because ''intentions are impossible to divine with 100 percent certainty,'' and the possibility always exists that ''a state's intentions can be benign one day and malign the next. '' 14 In the neorealist framework, rational states adopt a worst-case focus because this is the only way to ensure against being caught off guard.
Third, neorealists maintain that rational states will focus on the possibility of conict because defensive precautions are considered the only true assurance against aggression. For neorealists, war can be prevented-or at least forestalled-only by direct choice to pursue appropriate defensive preparations; ''only the vigilance of defensive coalitions stands in the way of an Orwellian nightmare of huge clashing despotisms, or even a single world empire. '' 15 States are thus seen as adopting a worstcase perspective because it is assumed that they ''do not enjoy even an imperfect guarantee of their own security unless they set out to provide it for themselves.'' 16 The neorealist perspective that rational actors adopt a worst-case/possibilistic focus does not mean neorealists believe war is always highly likely. Waltz clearly argues that ''world politics, although not reliably peaceful, falls short of unrelieved chaos.'' 17 Although neorealists certainly do not maintain that international relations is a constant state of war, they nevertheless hold that the combined effects of the aforementioned three factors cause states to adopt a worst-case/possibilistic focus.
Neorealists would likely argue that the preceding three factors-which they assert can be traced to the anarchic state of the international system-necessarily induce 12. Keohane and Martin and Wendt reach a similar assessment, although they attribute this worst-case assumption to realism in general; Keohane and Martin 1995, 43; and Wendt 1992, 404 . As will be seen, not all realists adopt such a worst-case focus.
13. Mearsheimer 1994 -95, 12. 14. Ibid., 11. 15. Liberman 1993 , 125. 16. Waltz 1959 , 201. 17. Waltz 1979 rational states to adopt a worst-case/possibilistic focus. However, even if these three factors are manifested, this situation by no means compels a rational state to adopt a worst-case/possibilistic perspective-neorealists simply assume that rational states will react in this manner. These three factors merely provide a justi cation for neorealism's worst-case/possibilistic viewpoint; whether this assumption is useful remains open to examination. Although this worst-case/possibilistic view is only an assumption, it plays a pivotal-although usually unrecognized-role in neorealist theory. As Robert Powell and Alexander Wendt argue, balancing behavior and attitudes toward cooperation are conditioned not by a lack of hierarchical authority in the international system per se but by the perceived relative likelihood that force will be used. 18 Absent the worstcase assumption undergirding neorealism, even in an anarchic environment there is no logical reason to infer that balancing behavior will constantly recur and that states will be highly averse to cooperate. Ultimately, this worst-case/possibilistic assumption-and not the condition of anarchy-performs the bulk of the explanatory work in the Waltzian neorealist framework.
Ironically, although neorealists are leading critics of classical realist explanations of international behavior predicated on particular conceptions of human nature, 19 the internal coherence of the neorealist framework itself depends fundamentally on the psychological assumption that actors are characteristically highly fearful. For Hans Morgenthau, actors are guided by a rapacious quest for power that is the result of an aggressive, animal-like craving to dominate one's fellows. 20 Morgenthau's view of human nature thus emphasizes aggression, whereas the neorealist conception emphasizes wariness and anxiety. These two conceptions of human nature may not be so distinct from one another: if actors are understood to be aggressive, it makes sense to assume they will also be characteristically highly fearful. In this respect, neorealists may adopt a worst-case/possibilistic perspective precisely because they implicitly accept Morgenthau's argument that actors are inherently aggressive. Taken to its logical conclusion, Morgenthau's view of human nature implies that (1) actors will seek to take advantage of weaker states whenever they have the chance, and hence (2) military preparedness is the only true assurance against being exploited. This is remarkably similar to neorealism's view that ''con ict is common among states because . . . [of] powerful incentives for aggression,'' 21 and where defensive vigilance is the only guarantee against aggression. 22 Neorealists thus emphasize a different aspect of human nature than Morgenthau, but the net result is that both view the world in very similar, highly pessimistic terms. In the end, neorealism does not move 18. See Powell, 1991 and Wendt 1992, 1995 . Although Wendt and Powell advance the same underlying argument that anarchy by itself does not shape decisions regarding balancing and cooperation, they point to different underlying factors as affecting the perceived likelihood of force: Powell examines the impact of military technology, whereas Wendt outlines the importance of intersubjective understandings.
19. Waltz 1959 , 16-42. 20. Morgenthau 1946 , 192-94. 21. Mearsheimer 1990 , 12. 22. Waltz 1959 beyond the human nature arguments of classical realism; neorealists simply swap one aspect of human nature (aggression) for another (fear). 23 To be clear, neorealism's reliance on this worst-case/possibilistic assumption is not fatal for the theory. Whether this assumption is a useful approximation of international decision making remains an open question; neorealists may be correct that states are most productively characterized in this manner. My task at this juncture has not been to evaluate whether this assumption is useful, but rather to emphasize its centrality in the neorealist architecture.
Short Term versus Long Term
Because anarchy provides no guarantees against elimination, one could argue that states will always seek to rst maximize their military security in the short term, even if doing so has less-than-ideal repercussions for the state's long-term priorities. In practice, a rational state will not necessarily discount the future in this manner, even in an anarchic system. Rather, how rational states weigh short-term military security against long-term goals depends on the strength of security competition in the international system.
In a system with high levels of security competition, a rational state's rst concern will be to maximize the likelihood of its continued existence, even if focusing on short-term security has negative long-term repercussions. But, if security pressures are not as strong, a rational state will give more weight to long-term priorities. In sum, the more competitive the system, the more a rational state discounts the future.
Seeing the international system as a relentless competition for security in which states adopt a worst-case/possibilistic perspective drives neorealist assumptions about the discount rate. Given this view, a rational state will always seek rst to maximize its short-term military security from potential rivals, even if this has negative longterm repercussions for other state priorities. Of course, neorealists do not think longterm state goals are unimportant, but they do view such concerns as subordinate to short-term military security requirements when the two con ict. To be clear, neorealism's view that states heavily discount the future follows not from the anarchic nature of the international system per se, but rather re ects the theory's assumption that states are shaped by the mere possibility of con ict and hence seek to be prepared for all contingencies regarding the short-term use of force by potential rivals.
Military Security versus Economic Capacity
Waltz contends that states will be concerned, above all else, with securing their survival. 24 Of course, economic capacity and military preparedness are not always incompatible. Yet, heightened military preparedness often leaves less resources available for economic priorities, especially over the long term. This is not to say a xed inverse relationship exists between the two objectives, where increasing attention to military security always necessarily causes a corresponding decrease in economic capacity. 26 Policymakers in wealthy states may not always be overly concerned even where an inverse relationship does exist. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that signi cant tension often exists between these two goals, especially for states with highly constrained economic resources. Moreover, as John Lewis Gaddis, Paul Kennedy, and William Wohlforth emphasize, decision makers very often perceive that they face such a trade-off and hence design policy based on the assumption that they cannot fully satisfy both objectives. 27 In practice, a fundamental difference exists between pursuing state survival by emphasizing military preparedness substantially more than economic capacity (as North Korea has done in the postwar period and the Soviets did until the mid-1980s) and the opposite, advancing economic capacity at the expense of providing the highest level of protection from potential short-term military rivals (as the British did in the mid-1930s, as the Soviets did in the late 1980s, and as Ukraine has done recently). Lumping such radically different strategies under amorphous headings such as ''survival'' and ''self-help'' is highly problematic because it leaves neorealism with very little explanatory content.
Going beyond Waltz's underspeci ed notion of survival to a more precise neorealist conception of state preferences requires examining how states trade off military security and economic capacity when the two con ict. What is the marginal rate of substitutionbetween these two goals that characterizes state behavior? In other words, how much economic capacity will a state be willing to give up in order to have more military security? The trade-off between these two goals will frequently be an intertemporal one between short-term military security and long-term economic capac-25. Ibid., 118. 26. For a good summary as to why an ironclad trade-off does not exist between military security and economic capacity under all circumstances, see Friedberg 1989. 27. See Gaddis 1982, 58, 133-35; Kennedy 1983; and Wohlforth 1994-95. ity. 28 For this reason, assumptions about the discount rate substantially affect how the trade-off is understood. How do neorealists envision states making this trade-off? Neorealism's worst-case/ possibilistic perspective and high discount rate re ects the view that rational states will seek rst to ensure military security before advancing other objectives, such as economic capacity. This is not to claim, as Richard Rosecrance does, that neorealists maintain ''economics need not be included in a valid conspectus of international politics.'' 29 Neorealists certainly do not view economic capacity as unimportant. However, neorealists consider it irrational for a state to focus on the enhancement of economic capacity to the extent that the likelihood of being subjected to a military defeat by potential rivals increases to any degree. As Mearsheimer maintains, ''states operate in both an international political environment and an international economic environment, and the former dominates the latter in cases where the two come into con ict. The reason is straightforward: the international political system is anarchic. '' 30 This neorealist view that security priorities trump economic capacity whenever the two con ict implicitly presumes states favor short-term military security over longterm military security. Why? Economic capacity ultimately provides the foundation for future military security; as a result, engaging in intertemporal trade-offs between short-term military security and long-term economic capacity is also a choice between military security in the short term versus the long term. This implicit neorealist argument that protection from short-term potential threats trumps long-term military security is consistent with the theory's underlying view that actors heavily discount the future. Given that long-term economic capacity and long-term military security overlap, the most precise articulation of neorealism's conception of state preferences is consequently that short-term military security requirements supersede both shortterm and long-term economic capacity.
It would be an incorrect caricature to portray neorealists as simply maintaining that states will always take every conceivable step to ensure their short-term military security vis-à-vis potential rivals. Waltz very carefully argues that ''to say, then, that international politics is a game the general rules of which are disregarded at the peril of the player's existence does not necessarily mean that every state must bend all its efforts towards securing its own survival.'' 31 Waltz recognizes states have other important objectives besides military security, and he does not argue that states will devote all, or even anywhere near all, of their resources just to ensure this objective. 32 The neorealist perspective allows states to pursue economic capacity to a signi cant 28. See Kennedy 1987; and Gilpin 1981. 29. Rosecrance 1981, 693 . Although Rosecrance did not specify the meaning of ''economics'' in the preceding quote, he appears to have been referring-correctly-to the fact that Waltz ignores international economic interactions as unit-level processes; see Rosecrance 1982, 682 . This is an important critique of Waltz's theory; unfortunately it is clouded by Rosecrance's use of the blanket term economics rather than referring more speci cally to economic interactions between states.
30. Mearsheimer 1992, 222 (emphasis added degree but not to the extent that doing so leaves a state potentially vulnerable to military exploitation by a possible military rival. Another mischaracterization would be to portray neorealists as arguing that states will always maximize their short-term military security by balancing the capabilities of potential aggressors. Waltz carefully argues that just as rms are free to pursue other objectives to the detriment of pro t maximization, states similarly have latitude to pursue other goals to the detriment of their chances for continued existence. 33 Neorealists should thus not be stereotyped as arguing that states will never pursue economic capacity to the extent that military security from possible rivals is potentially jeopardized. What Waltz does argue is that ''balance-of-power politics is risky; trying to ignore it is riskier still,'' because international politics is a realm where ''any state may at any time use force [and] all states must constantly be ready either to counter force with force or to pay the cost of weakness.'' 34 Just as rms that ignore market forces will be punished, Waltz similarly argues that ''a unit of the system can behave as it pleases,'' but ''the international arena is a competitive one in which the less skillful must expect to pay the price of their ineptitude. '' 35 Neorealists recognize states may decide to pursue economic capacity at the expense of military preparedness vis-à-vis potential rivals, but such decisions are seen as having been caused by a lack of proper understanding of the fundamental competitive tenets that govern international politics.
This analysis makes it easier to understand why neorealists resist broadening the concept of security beyond military factors to include an economic element, as David Baldwin suggests. 36 Neorealism's worst-case focus and conception of the discount rate culminates in a particular understanding of state preferences-where short-term military security concerns always trump those of economic capacity whenever the two con ict-which then leads neorealism's proponents to focus on the military aspect of security while downplaying the economic element. Broadening the concept of security to include economic factors simply cannot be accomplished within the neorealist framework, since it would require dismantling the underlying assumptions that provide neorealism with its internal coherence. Not surprisingly, therefore, neorealists prefer to restrictively de ne the concept of security in military terms. Taking this line of argument to its logical conclusion makes it easier to understand why Waltz ultimately concludes that it is possible, indeed productive, to ignore the economic domain when theorizing about international behavior. 37 
What Is Neorealism's Theory of Decision Making?
Expected utility, the standard view of decision making in mainstream international relations, is employed, although often not explicitly, by a wide spectrum of analysts 33. Waltz argues that states may ''seek goals that they value more highly than survival; they may, for example, prefer amalgamation with other states to their own survival in form''; Waltz 1979 , 92. 34. Waltz, 1959 , 221, 160. 35. Waltz 1986 , 331. 36. Baldwin 1995 . 37. Waltz 1979 in varying degrees of formality. 38 Up to this point, neorealism has normally been understood to share this perspective that actors weight the utilities of different outcomes by their probabilities, calculate costs and bene ts of all alternative policies, and choose the option with the highest utility. On closer examination, however, neorealism falls outside this mainstream view; neorealism does not have expected utility foundations. As Robert Keohane argues, ''in a standard expected utility formulation, states will not let mere possibilities determine their behavior.'' 39 Instead, in the expected utility framework, the utilities of outcomes are weighted according to their subjective probability. Yet, as emphasized here, neorealism's worst-case/possibilistic focus is insensitive to probabilities. Since neorealism is inconsistent with the typical expected utility framework, it becomes useful to speculate as to what theory of decision making neorealism represents. One possibility is ''minimax.'' Actors pursuing a minimax strategy do not pursue aggregate expected utility per se, but instead choose options that minimize the maximum loss that they can suffer. 40 As R. Duncan Luce and Howard Raiffa emphasize, actors that use the minimax risk criteria are ''ultraconservative (or pessimistic) in that, relative to each act, they concentrate on the state having the worst consequence. '' 41 In the expected utility framework, actors factor the opportunity costs of precautionary measures into their decisions and take chances when the potential gains of doing so are large relative to the probability of losses. In contrast, actors that always pursue a minimax strategy do not take chances under any circumstances: the overriding goal is to minimize the likelihood that the worst-case scenario will occur. In this respect, minimax is highly compatible with neorealism's worst-case emphasis. The minimax criterion also does not require the actor to estimate the probabilities associated with different outcomes and is consequently consistent with neorealism's possibilistic focus.
A second alternative is that neorealism is representative of prospect theory. 42 Prospect theory argues that actors give more weight to losses than to gains, and also that actors will often exaggerate the likelihood of rare events; ''dramatic events which come readily to mind . . . are perceived to be more likely than they actually are. '' 43 This perspective that actors are dominated by loss aversion and that they will exaggerate rare and dramatic events parallels neorealism's view that actors focus on the worst case with respect to potential losses of military security. Moreover, proponents of prospect theory argue that actors will be ''willing to pay far more to reduce the risk of a catastrophic loss from .10 to 0 than from .20 to .10, even though the change in expected utility is the same. '' 44 This contention that actors will pay a steep price to reduce the risk of a catastrophic loss down to very low levels is compatible with 38. Examples of analyses that are explicitly based on expected utility include Gilpin 1981; Huth and Russett 1984; Bueno de Mesquita 1981; and Lipson 1984. 39. Keohane 1993, 282. 40. Luce and Raiffa 1957, 278- neorealism's conception of state preferences, where military security requirements always trump those of economic capacity whenever the two con ict.
The ''Postclassical Realist'' Conception of State Behavior
Does realism admit any other understanding of state behavior that can be contrasted to the Waltzian neorealist conception? Robert Gilpin argues that all realists share an assumption regarding ''the essentially con ictual nature of international affairs.'' 45 Gilpin's argument is accurate but underspeci ed; the crucial question is the extent to which international affairs are con ictual. Does the level and form of con ict vary over time? If so, to what degree and according to which factors? A variety of current realist writers provide very different answers from those advanced by Waltzian neorealists. Although some of these realist scholars have attempted to merge their analyses into the Waltzian framework, their analyses do not follow from neorealism's worst-case/possibilistic assumption. Instead, they can best be understood as re ecting a competing branch of realism-what is termed here ''postclassical realism''-which views actors as being conditioned by the probability of con ict.
Although the emphasis in this section is to delineate how postclassical realism differs from Waltz's neorealist theory, the postclassical realist conception of state behavior outlined below simultaneously stands in contrast to classical realism. The term ''postclassical realism'' was chosen to designate a branch of realism that does not share four important characteristics that are held in common by classical realism and Waltz's neorealist theory. Speci cally, neorealism and classical realism share the following characteristics: (1) they have a highly static conception of international relations; (2) they rely on particular aspects of human nature-aggression for classical realists, fear for neorealists-to generate hypotheses; (3) they assume that states tend to rely primarily on the use or threat of military force to secure their objectives; and (4) they concentrate on the balance of military capabilities, with neorealists excluding and classical realists generally downplaying other international-levelin uences on state behavior. Postclassical realism does not subscribe to these four characteristics.
Possibility versus Probability
Consistent with their worst-case/possibilistic perspective, Waltzian neorealists place the emphasis on a single endogenous factor as affecting the likelihood of con ict: the balance of military capabilities. 46 Aggression is seen as less likely when states bal-45. Gilpin 1984, 290. 46 . Neorealists recognize that domestic factors-such as hyper-nationalism-can also have an important impact, but such factors are excluded from their theory. Although some neorealists have attempted to incorporate domestic factors such as hyper-nationalism into neorealism (see, for example, Mearsheimer 1990, 21), doing so would be a post hoc, degenerative means of increasing the theory's explanatory power; on this point see Haggard 1991, 421; and Wendt 1995, 78-79. ance the capabilities of potential aggressors. Do any other variables besides the distribution of military capabilities cause the likelihood of con ict to vary systematically? This question has been addressed extensively by nonrealist theories. Liberals argue that the probability of con ict depends on whether or not states are democratic, 47 and on institutional linkages between international actors. 48 Constructivists argue that the likelihood of con ict depends on the nature of shared understandings regarding norms and identities between actors. 49 That realists often disagree with liberals and constructivists should not obscure the fact that an expanding literature exists in which a variety of realist scholars-all of whom, as will be seen, are best understood as falling outside Waltzian neorealismhave sought to answer the very same question that guides nonrealist analyses: which factors besides the distribution of military capabilities systematically cause the probability of con ict to vary? These realist scholars point to three material factors other than the distribution of capabilities that affect the probability of con ict: technology, geography, and international economic pressures. First, the importance of technology is identi ed by realists such as Robert Jervis, Barry Buzan, Charles Glaser, and Stephen Van Evera. Technological innovation affects a range of factors that have a bearing on con ict, such as: (1) the offense-defense balance and offense-defense differentiation; 50 (2) ''interaction capacity,'' that is, the volume, speed, range, and reliability of communications; 51 (3) reconnaissance capabilities; 52 and (4) the ease of extracting economic resources from conquered territory, which depends substantially on whether productive capacity is based on knowledge-intensive/technological industries or more traditional ''smokestack''/natural resource industries. 53 Second, realists, including Stephen Walt and Stephen Krasner, identify the importance of geography, which affects both the utility of employing military force 54 and access to raw materials. 55 Third, realists such as Gilpin and Wohlforth underscore the signicance of international economic pressures, which lead to uctuations in the economic opportunity cost of an assertive foreign policy stance 56 and affect whether or not states can most cost-effectively in uence other states through informal economic, as opposed to formal military, means. 57 None of the aforementioned material factors involves ideas or institutions, which are the focus of nonrealist theories such as liberalism and constructivism. 58 These 47. Russett 1993 . 48. Keohane and Martin 1995 . 49. Wendt 1992 . 50. See, for example, Jervis 1978 Quester 1977; and Glaser 1994 -95. 51. Buzan 1993 , 72-80. 52. Gaddis 1987 , 232. 53. See Van Evera 1990 and Kaysen 1990, 49, 53. 54 . See, for example, Walt 1987, 23-24; Jervis 1978, 183-86, 194-96; and Bueno de Mesquita 1981, 40-44. 55. See, for example, Krasner 1978; and Jervis 1978, 179. 56. See, for example, Gilpin 1977; Wohlforth 1994-95; and Kennedy 1987. 57 . See, for example, Gilpin 1981, especially 132-33, 138-40; Huntington 1993; Lake 1996; and Pollins 1994. 58. Wendt and Friedheim 1995, 691-92. material factors make conquest more-or-less cost effective-and therefore more-orless likely-irrespective of institutionalcharacteristics or shared understandingsabout norms and identities. I am not suggesting that these material factors provide a comprehensive understanding of the causes of con ict, nor that they are of equal importance. Rather, I merely wish to underscore that realist scholars identify a range of material factors other than the distribution of military capabilities that in uence the probability of con ict. Until now, there has been confusion whether the preceding realist arguments can be incorporated into the Waltzian neorealist framework. Some of these realist writers portray themselves as amending and revising, rather than critiquing, the Waltzian neorealist approach. 59 As emphasized, neorealism's conception of state behavior is based on the assumption that states are conditioned by the mere possibility of conict. The preceding analyses simply do not follow from neorealism's worst-case/ possibilisticassumption; the underlying argument advanced by these realist scholarsthat the probability of con ict varies systematically according to factors other than the distribution of capabilities-instead serves to undermine this neorealist assumption. With their implicit emphasis on probabilities, these analyses are incompatible with the Waltzian framework: incorporating any of these factors into neorealism would gut the theory's worst-case/possibilistic assumption, thereby destroying neorealism's internal coherence. This helps to explain why Waltz is so resistant to include any additional international-level variables beyond the distribution of capabilities into his theory. In the end, each of the preceding arguments can be more productively incorporated into a competing realist framework-postclassical realism-that is based on the underlying assumption that actors make decisions based on the probability of con ict.
Before outlining postclassical realism's remaining two assumptions about state behavior, it should be noted that the possibility/probability distinction outlined here subsumes an emerging debate within realism between what Jack Snyder terms ''aggressive'' and ''defensive'' realists. 60 Snyder argues that aggressive realists, who are sometimes also referred to as ''offensive'' realists, believe offensive military action often contributes to security, whereas defensive realists reach the opposite conclusion. 61 In turn, Benjamin Frankel maintains that aggressive realists ''posit that security in the international system is scarce,'' whereas defensive realists contend security is more plentiful and are ''more optimistic about the likelihood of avoiding war. '' 62 In practice, an implicit worst-case assumption regarding the expected future behavior of rising powers leads aggressive realists like Mearsheimer to assert that states ''seek opportunities to weaken potential adversaries'' as a means of enhanacing security and hence to regard security as being scarce in the system. 63 Within a worst-case framework, states focus on the balance of capabilities and are conditioned by the fear 59. See, for example, Glaser 1994-95; Buzan 1993; and Walt 1987. 60. Snyder 1991, 11-12. 61. Ibid., 12. 62. Frankel 1996, xv-xvi. 63. Mearsheimer 1990, 12. that a rising power might become aggressive at some point. In this view, states are inclined to undertake offensive military action to remove or cripple rising powers in order to forestall the possibility of coercive behavior once potential competitors become predominant.
In contrast, adopting a probabilistic view leads to a different conclusion: given that preventive war is risky and costly, acting preemptively contributes to security only when a signi cant probability exists that the rising power will aggressively use military force when it becomes predominant in the future-which, for defensive realists such as Jervis, Glaser, and Walt, depends not just on the balance of capabilities, but also on technology, geography, and international economic pressures. Ultimately, defensive realists have a much more conditional view than aggressive realists as to whether offensive military actions enhance security-and hence see security as often being plentiful-exactly because of their implicit focus on the probability of con ict.
That the aggressive/defensive debate ultimately re ects a deeper divergence within realism regarding assumptions does not in any way diminish its signi cance. Understanding that the aggressive/defensive debate is rooted in the possibility/probability distinction is vital, however, because it helps explain why this intra-realist dispute is in fact occurring, and, more importantly, it underscores the need to delineate the assumptions according to which realists diverge. Tracing empirical disputes such as the aggressive/defensive realist debate back to underlying differences regarding assumptions is imperative to promoting cumulation within realist theory; focusing on assumptions makes it possible to interconnect a whole series of empirical disputes within realism and promote aggregation across a broad range of cases.
Short Term versus Long Term
As mentioned earlier, when security pressures are high, a rational actor will signicantly discount the future in order to guard against elimination by stronger rivals. The focus of postclassical realism on the probability-and not the possibility-of con ict results in a conception of the international system as often having lower security pressures than neorealists assume. As a result, postclassical realism expects states to often discount the future to a lesser extent than is assumed by Waltzian neorealists. For postclassical realism, long-term state objectives are not necessarily subordinate to short-term military security requirements; instead, actors are seen as regularly making intertemporal trade-offs.
Regarding intertemporal trade-offs, Gilpin's realist analysis provides an excellent contrast to Waltzian neorealism. 64 Gilpin's arguments re ect the view that actors do not make worst-case assumptions but are instead conditioned by the probability of con ict. Perhaps not surprisingly, Gilpin also argues that international actors will often make trade-offs between short-term and long-term objectives. Indeed, much of Gilpin's work is devoted speci cally to examining those factors within a state's control that may potentially alter its long-term relative position.
64. Gilpin 1981. In comparison to Gilpin's more dynamic realist framework, Waltzian neorealism has often been criticized on the grounds that it is a very static theory. 65 Yet, this should not be seen as an omission on the part of Waltz and his followers; the static nature of neorealism re ects its worst-case/possibilistic focus. Given such an understanding of the world, a rational state will have a very short-term focus, and consequently neorealist theory itself not surprisingly exhibits this same characteristic. In contrast, Gilpin's probabilistic-based analysis leads to the view that states often have the discretion to look beyond their short-term security requirements and worry about the longer-term consequences of their actions. Ultimately, it is Gilpin's underlying probabilistic focus that lends itself to an examination of long-term changes.
Military Security versus Economic Capacity
Postclassical realism's probabilistic underpinnings result in a rival understanding of state preferences from that advanced by neorealists. In this respect, Gilpin's analysis again provides a useful contrast to Waltzian neorealism. Until now, however, the prevailing tendency has been to portray Gilpin's conception of state preferences as re ecting Waltzian neorealism, rather than to explore how, or if, Gilpin might be advancing a competing understanding. 66 This has partly been the result of several ambiguities in Gilpin's presentation. My aim here will be to outline Gilpin's underlying conception of state preferences more precisely and to provide a clear contrast between neorealism and postclassical realism regarding their expectations about state behavior.
Gilpin argues that all realists are united in assuming ''the primacy in all political life of power and security in human motivation. '' 67 Although this may seem a clear exposition of the primary objective of decision makers, it is actually a much more ambiguous statement. Gilpin's argument that all realists view states as pursuing power and security is complicated by the fact that the pursuit of power and security do not always perfectly overlap. Gilpin de nes power as resources: the combined ''military, economic, and technological capabilities of states.'' 68 Thus, power includes-but is not restricted to-military capabilities; more speci cally, power contains within it two different elements-military preparedness and economic capacity-that will sometimes be incompatible. Viewing states as pursuing power leads to very different hypotheses about state behavior than if they are seen as maximizing security. Maximizing security implies that military security requirements will trump those of economic capacity whenever the two con ict-as neorealists argue. In contrast, the argument that states pursue power suggests that states will make trade-offs between 65 . See, for example, Ruggie 1983; and Nye 1988, 245. 66 . See, for example, Grieco 1990, 39; Ordeshook and Niou 1991, fn. 1; and Grunberg and RisseKappen 1992 , 113. 67. Gilpin 1984 , 290. 68. Gilpin 1981 . Gilpin's conception of power will be used throughout this article; however, technological capacity is understood to be an element of economic capacity. I recognize-as does Gilpin-the limitations of such a de nition of power, since it leaves out a myriad of nonmaterial factors, such as prestige, public morale, and leadership qualities; see Gilpin 1981, 13-14. economic capacity and military preparedness, given that power is ultimately a function of both military and economic might. In the end, however, it is unclear whether Gilpin views states as ultimately pursuing power or security. 69 Waltz is very clear on this question, arguing ''the ultimate concern of states is not for power but for security.'' 70 Waltz recognizes that the pursuit of security and power do not always coincide and makes explicit his view that a rational state will seek power only if the security objective has rst been ensured. 71 Yet, Mearsheimer appears to contradict Waltz on this point; Mearsheimer asserts that states ultimately ''aim to maximize their relative power.'' 72 Mearsheimer's statement notwithstanding, his own analyses and hypotheses re ect the view that states ultimately pursue security, not power, as Waltz argues. Mearsheimer focuses on the military basis of power, asserting that states aim ''to acquire more military power at the expense of potential rivals.'' 73 Of course, military might is not the only basis of power, with economic capacity also being a vital component, as Gilpin and Kennedy emphasize. 74 In the end, Mearsheimer can most accurately be viewed as arguing that states above all seek to maximize their security but, in pursuing this goal, will sometimes also enhance their power. The pursuit of power and security coincide only under certain conditions-notably when capturing the economic resources of another state is both the preferred route to security as well as the most cost-effective means of increasing power. It is important, however, not to confound-as Mearsheimer apparently does-the notion that the pursuit of power and of security can sometimes overlap with the idea that states ultimately pursue power, since there will be many circumstances when the pursuit of power and of security will not only fail to overlap, but will actually con ict, as Waltz recognizes. In circumstances where the pursuit of power and security do, in fact, con ict, Mearsheimer would undoubtedly end up agreeing with Waltz's view that states rst seek to ensure their military security before they pursue power. For neorealists, therefore, states ultimately pursue security, not power.
Another source of confusion within Gilpin's analysis-which relates directly to the power versus security question-concerns whether he views states as having a hierarchy of objectives. In some places, Gilpin contends states do have a hierarchy of goals; he argues that although states have a wide variety of objectives, all of the ''more noble goals'' of society ''will be lost unless one makes provision for one's security in the power struggle among groups.'' 75 Inherent in this formulation is the idea that security requirements trump the pursuit of other state objectives, and hence that Gilpin's analysis is compatible with the Waltzian neorealist conception of state 69. Joseph Grieco similarly points to this ambiguity within Gilpin's analysis-and within realism in general-regarding whether states pursue power or security, although Grieco frames the power/security distinction differently than I do here; see Grieco 1997 . 70. Waltz 1989 , 40. 71. Waltz 1979 , 126. 72. Mearsheimer 1994 ; see also Mearsheimer 1990 , 12. 73. Mearsheimer 1994 preferences. 76 At other points, however, Gilpin maintains that states do not have a hierarchy of objectives; instead, he argues that theories that ''assume that one can speak of a hierarchy of objectives'' actually ''misrepresent the behavior and decisionmaking processes of states.'' 77 Rather, Gilpin asserts that ''it is the mix and trade-offs of objectives rather than their ordering that is critical to an understanding of foreign policy. '' 78 Gilpin is thus ambivalent about whether to assume that states have a hierarchy of preferences or to criticize such a perspective. Gilpin equivocates because he actually occupies a middle-ground position: although he clearly regards military security as the vital priority of the state, he does not view rational states as privileging short-term military preparedness over economic capacity in the manner that neorealists do. In the end, Gilpin can best be understood as arguing that states do have a hierarchy of objectives, yet it is a much more exible hierarchy than neorealists envision.
This understanding of Gilpin's argument can be generalized to produce a postclassical realist conception of state preferences. Whereas neorealism views the pursuit of power as secondary to that of security, postclassical realism regards rational states as ultimately seeking to increase the economic resources under their control-and thus their long-term power given that ''wealth . . . is a necessary means to power'' 79 -subject to the constraint of providing for short-term military security. For postclassical realism, therefore, power-and not security-is the ultimate goal of states.
The postclassical realist view that states pursue power is compatible with Gilpin's apt contention that it is the trade-offs, and not the ordering, of objectives that is important, since the concept of power itself contains within it an inherent tension between economic capacity and military security. In marked contrast to neorealism, postclassical realism argues that a rational decision maker may decide to trade off military preparedness to some degree when the potential net gains in terms of enhanced economic capacity are substantial relative to the probability of security losses. States will be especially likely to make such trade-offs when their economic resources are highly constrained. Perhaps the most prominent example of such a scenario is Gilpin's and Kennedy's argument that a declining power may rationally decide to retrench from some of its external positions, enhancing long-term economic capacity at the cost of somewhat reducing short-term protection vis-à-vis potential military adversaries. 80 The idea that states seek power is not new in realist thought; it provided the foundation for the classical realism of Morgenthau, Rienhold Niebuhr, and others. Is the postclassical realist conception of power as the dominant goal of international actors distinguishable from the classical realist understanding? In practice, a crucial difference exists between the two approaches concerning their view of power. Speci cally, 76. For this interpretation of Gilpin's analysis, see Grieco 1990 , 39. 77. Gilpin 1981 , 19. 78. Gilpin 1981 although both theories regard the international system as a competition for power, they disagree as to the form and intensity that the pursuit of power will take.
Classical realism views decision makers as constantly striving to dominate others: policymakers are characterized as being guided by a rapacious lust for power. Within classical realism, therefore, power is regarded as an end in itself: for Morgenthau, one's ''lust for power would be satis ed only if the last man became the object of his domination.'' 81 As a result, states are viewed as always actively seeking any possible means to advance their power over other nations, taking military advantage of weaker states whenever they have the chance. 82 Postclassical realism advances a very different perspective: state decision makers do not maximize power because of an insatiable desire to dominate others; rather states pursue power because doing so allows for maximum exibility in achieving the nation's instrumental interests. In other words, postclassical realism holds that decision makers pursue power because it is the mechanism by which to achieve the state's overriding objectives. 83 States are seen as seeking to enhance their share of economic resources, and hence their power, because it provides the foundation for military capacity, and furthermore because economic resources can themselves be used to in uence other international actors. Because power is viewed as a mechanism, and not an end in itself, states are expected to pursue power subject to costbene t calculations. In this respect, Gilpin argues that ''there have been many cases throughout history in which states have forgone apparent opportunities to increase their power because they judged the costs to be too high. '' 84 Compared to classical realism, therefore, postclassical realism envisions states as being more deliberative in their pursuit of power.
The postclassical realist assertion that states pursue power does not mean that states are seen as necessarily engaging in conquest. Engaging in conquest in order to capture economic resources controlled by other states is a method to increase power, but it is not the only method. States can also enhance their relative share of economic resources, and hence their power, through nonmilitary means, such as: (1) by actively seeking changes in international trade patterns; 85 (2) by creating more efficient institutions to reduce transaction costs and better ensure property rights; 86 (3) by using economic leverage to secure supplies of inexpensive raw materials and other supplies from weaker states; 87 and (4) by reducing nonproductiveexpenditures to free up resources for economic advancement. 88 The postclassical realist conception of inter-81. Morgenthau 1946, 193. 82 . Some modern realists have returned to this classical realist conception of power maximization as being a useful assumption, at least as applied to certain states; see Zakaria 1992, 194; and Schweller 1994, 104-105. 83. For this perspective on power, see Gilpin 1996, 6; and Gilpin 1975 , 23. 84. Gilpin 1981 , 51. 85. See, for example, Krasner 1976 Lake 1984; Huntington 1993; and Gowa 1994. 86 . This is the foundation of the New Institutional Economics; see, for example, North 1990; Alt and Shepsle 1990; and Kang 1995, 563-66. 87 national behavior asserts that in situations when the rst strategy, conquest, is the most cost-effective means to increase power, states will be prone to use military force in order to enhance their power. In contrast, in situations when one or a combination of the earlier mentioned nonmilitary strategies provides the most cost-effective means to increase power, international competition will still be endemic, but states will not be prone to use military force to further their power; rather, as is the case today among the major industrialized powers, states will rely on nonmilitary means to enhance their power. In comparison to neorealism, therefore, postclassical realism advances a much more conditional view of whether incentives for military aggression exist in the system; this conditional assessment undergirds the postclassical realist view that states will not make worst-case assumptions but will, instead, be conditioned by the probability of con ict. In summary, postclassical realism regards states as ultimately seeking to increase their share of economic resources and, hence, their power. This focus on power resembles classical realism, but postclassical realism has a very different understanding of how and why states pursue power in the international system.
Implications for Realist Theory
Given realism's focus on competition in the international system, it is curious that realists have so far refrained from engaging in intellectual competition with each other regarding their theory's assumptions. Thus, although realists have frequently engaged in spirited debates with nonrealists regarding assumptions about state behavior, 89 they have not yet similarly directed their sights in an inward direction. The framework advanced here should promote some much needed debate among realists regarding their theory's underlying assumptions.
As will be seen, the assumptions undergirding the analyses of neorealists such as Waltz and Mearsheimer lead to one set of hypotheses about state behavior, whereas the contrasting assumptions of postclassical realism result in a rival understanding. For reasons of space, the empirical analysis here is an abridged comparison intended to underscore the importance of explicitly taking into account the variance in realist assumptions about state behavior. Throughout this section, I do not mean to imply that realist-based analyses of the phenomena in question provide the only useful explanation, just that exploring these contrasting realist hypotheses is a useful exercise.
Neorealism advances very few hypotheses about state behavior; the three principal hypotheses are: (1) balancing behavior constantly recurs, (2) states will be constrained from engaging in cooperation, and (3) states copy the advances made by rival powers (the ''sameness effect''). The current empirical manifestations of these three neorealist hypotheses-and the contrasting postclassical realist understandingare outlined here. These cases were thus chosen because they provide a range of 89. An excellent recent example is the relative/absolute gains debate; see Powell 1994. examples that is broad but falls well within the restricted explanatory scope of neorealist theory.
Balancing Hypothesis: The Future Behavior of Germany and Japan
Neorealism's main hypothesis is that balancing behavior constantly recurs. 90 With respect to the current environment, neorealists argue international incentives will compel Germany and Japan to rise to great power status to balance the United States' military preponderance. 91 For neorealists, ''the hegemon's possession of actual or latent military capabilities will result in balancing regardless of its intentions. '' 92 Thus, even if the United States does not actively seek to threaten the interests of Germany or Japan, neorealists argue that balancing behavior will occur nevertheless. 93 This view that Germany and Japan will strengthen their militaries in order to guard against the mere possibility that the United States might act coercively clearly re ects neorealism's worst-case perspective.
Christopher Layne pointedly criticizes those who argue that Germany and Japan will ''eschew military strength in favor of economic power. '' 94 He argues that ''eligible states that fail to attain great power status are predictably punished,'' and hence that Japan and Germany will strive to become military powers even though pursuing such a policy will entail substantial economic costs. 95 In this respect, neorealists maintain that Germany and Japan will not continue down the path they have taken since World War II-namely, focusing on economic capacity while avoiding large expenditures on military security.
For postclassical realism, in contrast, Germany and Japan will not likely balance the United States. Even if Germany and Japan grow economically in the future, developing a military force capable of credibly deterring the economically much larger United States will continue to be very costly. A choice by Germany or Japan to bolster their military forces to balance the United States would also entail considerable economic opportunity costs: each would risk a reduction both in their substantial international export markets and in their access to certain technologies. Given these large economic costs, postclassical realism asserts that balancing behavior will occur only if there exists a signi cant probability-and not just the possibility, as neorealists argue-that the United States will use its superior military capabilities in a coercive manner. In the end, postclassical realism does not expect Germany and Japan to move in a unilateral direction, since the economic constraints of doing so are more salient than the probability of military exploitation by the United States.
It is perhaps too soon to de nitively conclude whether the neorealist or postclassical realist understandingis relatively more useful. However, the latest evidence favors 90. Waltz 1979 , especially 118-21, 128. 91. See Waltz 1993 and Layne 1995. 92. Layne 1995, fn. 34 postclassical realism. German defense expenditures have declined in absolute terms every year since 1990. 96 In November 1995, the Japanese Cabinet approved a new defense plan outlining signi cant military spending cuts. 97 Furthermore, neither Germany nor Japan has sought to break free of U.S. in uence by respectively weakening NATO or the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty; rather, both countries have sought to reafrm their security commitments with the United States. 98 Layne notwithstanding, it appears that Germany and Japan have decided that they can best advance their international in uence by continuing to enhance their economic, and not military, strength.
''Sameness Effect'' Hypothesis: Ukraine and Nuclear Weapons
The second principal neorealist hypothesis is that the ''possibility that con ict will be conducted by force . . . produces a tendency towards the sameness of the competitors,''-that is, rational states will imitate successful international technological, organizational, and other advances that have been adopted by competing powers. 99 With respect to the current international environment, the most important illustration of this ''sameness effect'' hypothesis is the neorealist argument that there will likely be signi cant nuclear proliferation in the post-Cold War era. 100 The most prominent case in point concerns Mearsheimer's 1993 argument that Ukraine would retain the nuclear deterrent it inherited following the breakup of the Soviet Union. 101 Mearsheimer likely advanced his unequivocal claim with respect to Ukraine for two principal reasons: rst, at that time Ukraine already possessed nuclear weapons; and second, Ukraine faced a substantial security threat from Russia, a country with substantially greater military resources at its disposal and with which Ukraine has a history of tense relations, including several unresolved border disputes, particularly over Crimea. However, maintaining a nuclear deterrent would have been very expensive, requiring a substantial portion of Ukraine's gross domestic product. Furthermore, the costs to Ukraine of remaining a nuclear power were not limited to direct budgetary outlays, since decision makers had to consider the economic opportunity costs of pursuing proliferation, namely forgone nancial compensation from Russia and loss of Western aid and markets. Consistent with neorealism's conception of state preferences, Mearsheimer denied that these substantial economic costs would dissuade Ukraine from maintaining a nuclear deterrent. 102 With respect to the Ukrainian case, Steven Miller directly rebutted Mearsheimer's hypothesis by employing an argument that is consonant with the postclassical realist 96. SIPRI 1995 , 390. 97. New York Times, 29 November 1995 . Regarding Japan, see U.S. Department of State Dispatch, 22 April 1996, 200; and Far Eastern Economic Review, 2 May 1996, 14-16. Regarding Germany, see Smyser 1994; and Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, 13 February 1995, 216-24. 99. Waltz 1979 , 127. 100. See Mearsheimer 1990 and Waltz 1993 conception of state behavior. Miller underscored that ''despite the myth that nuclear weapons are cheap, they are in fact quite expensive for most states'' and ''given Ukraine's economic needs and constraints, there will surely be incentives to minimize the resources devoted to defense, and the sums associated with a medium nuclear capability will surely be painful for Kiev.'' 103 Retaining the nuclear deterrent was costly due to high maintenance requirements; in particular, the liquid fuel for Ukraine's SS-19 intercontinentalballistic missiles made them particularly troublesome and costly to maintain. 104 The economic costs were not restricted to direct budgetary outlays; as Miller emphasized, pursuing proliferation would also mean ''prospects for aid from and trade with the West would be harmed, a setback that has security implications given the importance of economic strength to national power. '' 105 In the end, the United States pledged over $900 million in direct nancial assistance to Ukraine to renounce its nuclear weapons, 106 as well as additional equipment and resources to aid Ukraine in the process of dismantling its nuclear stockpile. 107 Russia also offered Ukraine extensive economic incentives to forgo proliferation, including forgiveness of Ukraine's multibillion dollar oil and gas debt to Russia. 108 Moreover, Ukraine was pledged substantial future transfers of nuclear fuel (estimated at a value of $1 billion) for its civilian reactors as part of a trilateral agreement with Russia and the United States. 109 Ultimately, therefore, a decision to maintain Ukraine's nuclear deterrent would have resulted in a signi cant reduction in the country's economic capacity due to (1) direct budgetary outlays, (2) loss of aid from Russia and the West, and (3) forgone integration into global markets.
In the end, although security tensions with Russia were certainly considerable, the huge economic costs to Ukraine of maintaining a nuclear deterrent were apparently even more signi cant. Ukraine has now ceased to be a nuclear power altogether-in early June 1996 the last of its nineteen hundred nuclear warheads were sent to Russia for destruction. 110 This Ukrainian decision to renounce its nuclear deterrent to advance its economic capacity is a marked anomaly for neorealism.
Cooperation Hypothesis: Regional Trade Blocs in the Developing World
The third important neorealist hypothesis is that states will be very reluctant to cooperate due to fears about how the gains will be distributed. 111 As Waltz argues, ''States do not willingly place themselves in situations of increased dependence. In a selfhelp system, considerations of security subordinate economic gain to political interest.'' 112 It would be a caricature, however, to say that neorealists regard international cooperation as impossible-they merely view it as greatly constrained.
With respect to current circumstances, the neorealist perspective suggests that developing countries will be very unlikely to pursue cooperation, especially given that security issues are often quite salient in this region. 113 Yet, many cooperative efforts have been initiated in the developing world in recent years, including the Southern Cone Common Market (Mercosur), the Andean Pact, the ASEAN Free Trade Agreement (AFTA), and the Central American Common Market (CACM), to name a few. 114 Signi cant security issues exist within all of these organizations: (1) within the Andean Pact, Peru and Ecuador engaged in direct military hostilities in late 1994; (2) within ASEAN, defense expenditures have increased dramatically in recent years and several serious territorial disputes exist among its members, most notably over the oil-rich Spratly Islands; and (3) there is a history of strong military rivalry between Brazil and Argentina within Mercosur and also between El Salvador and Honduras in CACM. The decision of these developing countries to initiate attempts at cooperation despite these security issues signi cantly contradicts neorealism.
In contrast, although postclassical realism sees states as being constrained from cooperating when security issues are salient, cooperation is still regarded as being feasible if the gains in economic capacity are even more signi cant than the potential security risks. For many developing countries, it does appear the economic bene ts of cooperation are signi cantly higher in the current international environment compared to earlier periods. Speci cally, being a member of a bloc: (1) augments negotiating power vis-à-vis larger economic actors that advance assertive unilateral trade policies; (2) acts as a ''safety net''-regional trade partners could serve as alternative export markets if the European Union and/or the North American Free Trade Agreement turn aggressively protectionist; (3) enhances the chance of attracting foreign direct investment; and (4) allows member states to reduce transaction costs and acquire economies of scale at a time when the number and efficiency of exporters have increased dramatically in recent years. For many developing countries, engaging in regional cooperation can thus help promote international competitiveness. For the developing country trade pacts mentioned earlier, these four potential economic bene ts of cooperation appear to supersede the constraining impact of relative gains concerns, thereby making cooperation possible.
The decision of these developing countries to pursue cooperation with potential rivals is incompatible with neorealism's underlying assumptions about state behavior. In contrast, for postclassical realism, such behavior is consistent with the view that rational states make trade-offs and will favor economic capacity over security concerns in situations where the potential for enhanced economic competitiveness from regional cooperation outweighs the probability of security losses.
112. Ibid., 107. 113. Powell argues that states will be concerned about relative gains ''when the possible use of force is at issue''; Powell 1991 Powell , 1316 114. See Haggard 1995.
What Should Neorealists Do Now?
This brief empirical review is intended to demonstrate the usefulness of pitting the two branches of realism against each other in a direct debate, given that they produce such different hypotheses. Although the empirical analysis presented here is not denitive, one might reasonably ask how neorealists should respond, especially given that the cases reviewed represent current empirical manifestations of neorealism's three primary hypotheses.
Although these cases do not support neorealism, the theory's proponents should not respond by engaging in post hoc explanations in light of empirical evidence that contradicts neorealism's expectations;doing so greatly constrains theoretical progress. Waltz engages in such a post hoc attempt to explain why many states are now emphasizing economic capacity to a greater degree vis-à-vis military security than neorealism would lead us to expect. Waltz points to the impact of nuclear weapons, arguing that they ''make balancing easy to do'' and enable states ''to concentrate attention on their economies rather than on their military forces.'' 115 By arguing in this manner that many states are currently focusing on economic capacity because nuclear weapons have made military security easier to achieve, Waltz thus adheres to the original neorealist conception of state preferences and avoids the need to consider whether many current states may be emphasizing economic capacity because it can, in fact, rival military security in importance.
Waltz's nuclear weapons argument is ultimately unsatisfactory. Even if Waltz is correct that nuclear weapons will reduce the importance of security concerns and allow states to focus more on economics, the fact remains that a great many states are emphasizing economic capacity to a greater degree than neorealism suggests despite lacking a nuclear deterrent. The cases outlined earlier are clear examples of this fact. Germany and Japan are focusing on economic capacity but do not possess nuclear weapons. Ukraine's decision to pursue economic capacity did not result from the stabilizing impact of nuclear weapons-rather, the method to advance economic priorities was, in fact, centered around Ukraine's unilateral relinquishment of nuclear weapons. Finally, none of the developing countries who are now cooperating have nuclear weapons, yet they are nevertheless collaborating. It would seem the dependent variable that Waltz seeks to explain-namely, the decision of many current states to focus on economic capacity to a greater extent than neorealist theory would lead us to expect-has occurred before his primary independent variable-the presence of nuclear weapons-has come into play. Ultimately, therefore, Waltz's post hoc explanation is empirically implausible.
Do neorealists have any other options? Faced with empirical irregularities, a logical neorealist response would be to ask for more time to evaluate their hypotheses.A very different neorealist response would be to concede that states are acting contrary to their theory's expectations but to declare that such states are (1) acting contrary to system incentives and (2) that these decisions will ultimately have negative repercus-115. Waltz 1993, 74, 52. sions due to the competitive tenets of the international system. However, both of these potential neorealist responses pose a considerable danger: neorealism's proponents could employ such arguments in order to inde nitely extend the testing period of neorealism's hypotheses. In this respect, Layne argues that Germany and Japan will balance the United States within a ''reasonably short time,'' but he then goes on to point out that we may have to wait for up to fty years to see the behavior he expects. 116 In the end, it is incumbent on neorealists to provide a means by which to assess the usefulness of the theory's hypotheses; neorealists cannot simply ask for more time without identifying indicators of the trends that they foresee.
Finally, neorealists might respond by arguing that their theory is very parsimonious and hence cannot be expected to be empirically accurate. Such a claim would be problematic in two respects. First, the preceding empirical analysis involves cases that directly address neorealism's primary hypotheses; yet, neorealism does not even identify the correct tendency in these examples. Second, as Stephan Haggard argues, ''the claim for superiority of a theory on the basis of its parsimony cannot stand alone. What use is a parsimonious theory that is wrong or that explains only a small portion of the variance? The issue, therefore, is not one of parsimony per se but of the trade-off between parsimony and explanatory power.'' 117 Postclassical realism does represent a step away from Waltz's sparse architecture, but it is not a dramatic shift away from parsimony. Speci cally, postclassical realism is parsimonious in three important respects: (1) it focuses on material factors that function independently of shared social understandings and institutional characteristics; (2) it operates with a state-centric, unitary actor assumption; and (3) although not a structural theory, postclassical realism is systemic, since it focuses on international-level factors and does not examine domestic political variables. Hence, if the preceding empirical analysis is any indication, the gain in explanatory power of a postclassical realist approach may turn out to more than compensate for the relative loss of parsimony compared to neorealism.
Implications for Nonrealist Theories
Although I conducted this analysis within the con nes of realism, the repercussions extend to nonrealist theories as well. Recognizing the possibility/probability distinction within realism helps to explain why the debate with nonrealist theories has so far been couched in highly competitive terms and also indicates potential for a more productive future dialogue.
Liberalism and Constructivism
Up to this point the exchange between neorealism and nonrealist theories such as constructivism and liberalism has not been very productive. The essential reason is 116. Layne 1995 , 142, 176. 117. Haggard 1991 . that neorealism's possibilistic focus guarantees that debate with such probabilistic, nonrealist theories will necessarily be a zero-sum exercise. Neorealists cannot recognize the validity of any of the factors nonrealist theories identify as in uencing the probability of con ict. To admit that such factors have credence would be a tacit recognition of the de ciency of neorealism's worst-case/possibilistic assumption.
Recognizing that neorealism's possibilistic focus automatically leads to a zerosum contest with probabilistic, nonrealist theories helps to explain why, for example, neorealists have been so averse to accepting the validity of the democratic peace proposition, even as empirical evidence mounts in support of this nding. 118 Signicantly, democratic peace proponents such as Bruce Russett do not argue that war between democracies is impossible, but rather that shared democracy signi cantly reduces the probability of war. 119 Liberals also do not posit that shared democracy is the only factor in uencing the likelihood of con ict, just that it is an important factor that must be taken into account. 120 The democratic peace nding is unimpressive to neorealists precisely because of their possibilistic focus. For neorealists, the relevant question is not whether shared democracy reduces the probability of con ict, but instead whether the possibility that democracies might engage in war continues to exist. This makes it easier to understand why the existence of even a small number of potential outliers to the democratic peace proposition is regarded by neorealists as such a serious de ciency. 121 Signi cantly, Russett does not rule out the potential existence of outliers, asserting that it should be ''enough to say . . . that wars between democracies are at most extremely rare events.'' 122 For neorealists, however, the existence of even a small number of potential outliers is all that matters; outliers would mean that war between democracies is still possible and hence, in neorealism's worst-case framework, that states will continue to focus on the capabilities of potential aggressors irrespective of institutional characteristics to be prepared for all contingencies.
In contrast, the probabilistic focus of postclassical realism is more amenable to productive discussion with nonrealist theories. Analyses based on postclassical realism, on the one hand, and those of nonrealist theories such as liberalism and constructivism, on the other hand, differ in important respects, notably as to whether they emphasize material or nonmaterial factors. Yet, this should not overshadow that the two sides ask similar questions and are united in the view that factors exist besides the distribution of military capabilitiesthat cause the probability of con ict to systematically vary. Both sides are thus critiques of neorealism, albeit from different perspectives. The analyses of postclassical realism and those of liberalism or constructivism are not necessarily antithetical; indeed, each may turn out to complement the others by contributing different elements of the answers to certain questions that no single 118. For the democratic peace argument, see, for example, Russett 1993 . For neorealist critiques, see, for example, Layne 1994 Mearsheimer 1990, 49-51; and Waltz 1993, 78. 119. Russett 1996 , 178. 120. Russett 1995 theory can satisfactorily solve on its own. In this respect, some nonrealists are willing to admit that realist-based analyses continue to have an invaluable role to play. 123 The probabilistic underpinnings of postclassical realism make feasible the adoption of a reciprocal stance with respect to nonrealist theories.
Domestic-level Explanations
As with the dialogue with liberalism and constructivism, neorealists have couched the interchange with domestic-level theories in essentially zero-sum terms. In large part, the debate with domestic-level theories has been characterized in this manner because of neorealism's worst-case/possibilistic focus. Neorealism's worst-case perspective leads to the view that states have highly constrained policy options: states always seek to balance the military capabilities of potential aggressors, military security trumps other goals (such as economic capacity) where con ict exists between them, and so on. Neorealism thus admits essentially no need to look at domesticlevel processes because actors are understood to have minimal discretion regarding the strategies they adopt. Within the neorealist framework, the only consequential impact domestic politics can have is to prevent the state from taking steps, such as balancing, to maximize military security. This explains the zero-sum nature of the debate with domestic-level theories-neorealism admits that domestic factors are important only to the extent that they prevent the state from responding to international incentives. In contrast, postclassical realism views states as having a wider range of policy options; it is emphasized that states often make trade-offs between different priorities, notably between military security and economic capacity. As a result, postclassical realism accepts an important, non-zero-sum role for domestic-level understandings under some circumstances. Systemic constraints will often cause states to discern a clear strategy to advance their overriding objectives; this will especially be the case when the international in uences on states are very strong and/or when the state is relatively susceptible to these systemic factors. At other times, the strategy to pursue the state's primary objectives may be more ambiguous. In circumstances where the preferred strategy is unclear, the mechanism by which particular policies are selected may be signi cantly in uenced by domestic-level bargaining. 124 In such situations, the systemic focus of postclassical realism may need to be supplemented by domesticlevel analyses to sufficiently comprehend international behavior. In this respect, Michael Mastanduno, David Lake, and G. John Ikenberry advance a framework for understanding how decision makers balance the pursuit of power against domestic strategies for achieving this objective. 125 Neorealism and postclassical realism thus differ markedly regarding the role that domestic-level arguments have in explaining international behavior. For postclassi-123. See, for example, Russett 1996, 176. 124 . That strategy choice will often re ect both international incentives as well as domestic-level bargaining is the essence of Putnam's argument regarding two-level games; Putnam 1988. 125. Mastanduno, Lake, and Ikenberry 1989.
cal realism, analyses should be undertaken in stages: rst, at the systemic level, and then, if necessary, complemented and extended at the domestic level. An essential difficulty with neorealism is that it is not self-conscious of its own limitations; the theory admits no need for undertaking analyses in stages in this manner. Rather than regarding unit-level analyses as potentially useful clarifying devices, neorealists instead tend to regard domestic understandings as either competitive to neorealism or essentially spurious. Both perspectives are too extreme and impede progress in understanding international behavior, but these reactions are understandable once one recognizes that neorealism's worst-case/possibilistic focus leads it to view states as possessing limited discretion regarding their choice of strategies. This is not to suggest that Waltz is wrong to assert that focusing on international forces is valuable; a systemic focus is useful, but this does not necessarily mean that domestic-level factors should be ignored. A more reasonable justi cation for adopting a systemic focus is that concentrating rst on international forces often provides a sufficient understanding of behavior, both for analysts as well as for policymakers. Moreover, in those circumstances where a systemic analysis is insufficient on its own, such an initial focus is nevertheless still useful because it helps ensure as detailed an understanding as possible of the international pressures on actors. Ultimately, a thorough understanding of external constraints is, as Keohane emphasizes, an essential precursor to analysis of international behavior at the domestic level. 126
Conclusion
My analysis partitions realism into two branches by revealing latent disputes within the theory regarding a series of assumptions about state behavior. In particular, realism diverges regarding whether the mere possibility of con ict conditions decision making, as neorealism assumes, or whether actors decide between policy options based on the probability of con ict, as postclassical realism asserts. Neorealists view the international system as a relentless competition for security; in contrast, postclassical realism is agnostic regarding security competition in the international system: within postclassical realism, the strength of security pressures uctuates according to a variety of material factors besides the distribution of capabilities, namely technology, geography, and international economic pressures. This possibility/probability distinction harbors two related disagreements within realism. First, neorealism views states as discounting the future to a greater degree than is assumed within postclassical realism. Second, realism is divided regarding state preferences: neorealism emphasizes military security as the overriding priority, whereas postclassical realism maintains that states ultimately pursue power-a concept that contains an inherent tension between military security and economic capacity, where neither goal is necessarily subordinate to the other.
126. See Keohane 1984a, 25-26; and Keohane 1984b, 16. In differentiating these two branches of realism, I do not mean to imply that the theory necessarily needs to be permanently split into two camps; however, at this point the two branches must be distinguished because, as this article shows, realism does not have a uni ed set of assumptions about state behavior. As long as realists continue to derive their hypotheses from different sets of assumptions, the theory must be divided in order to be clear about exactly what is being tested.
As the underlying divergence within realism becomes apparent, the two branches may engage in an empirical ''duel'' in order to determine which set of assumptions about state behavior is relatively most useful. Alternatively, the two branches of realism may refrain from engaging in an extended empirical debate. Until now, the worst-case/possibilistic underpinnings of neorealism have been hidden from view and have thus far escaped critical examination. International relations scholarsincluding many neorealists-may simply come to view this worst-case/possibilistic perspective as being too in exible.
If neorealists do conclude that their worst-case/possibilistic assumption is too restrictive-and that a probabilistic focus is more useful-this would not mean that neorealism's current view of state behavior is completely wrong. To be clear, to say that actors are conditioned by the probability of con ict does not deny that actors will under some circumstances behave in a highly cautious and conservative manner, that is, take extensive and costly measures to ensure their military security. Neorealism and postclassical realism are differentiated in terms of how often-and not whetheractors are expected to behave in a highly cautious and conservative manner: the former says always, the latter, sometimes. Neorealism appears unsatisfactory not because the theory's conception of state behavior is wrong all of the time, but rather because the theory in exibly claims that this perspective is operative under all circumstances. If, in the end, neorealists decide a shift toward a probabilistic perspective is appropriate, postclassical realism would essentially come to subsume neorealism.
Partitioning realist theory as suggested holds out hope for progress in three respects. First, dividing realism should lead to a more precise conceptualization of the theory and help provide a better understanding of the varying impact of different material factors on state behavior.
Second, dividing realism in this manner makes it easier to understand exactly why interchanges with nonrealist theories have been so disappointing and suggests the possibility of more productive future dialogue. If realism were to settle on a probabilistic focus, it would be possible to move beyond arguments that respectively assert the universal primacy of either realist or nonrealist explanations and to start exploring the conditions under which each is more or less helpful and, in turn, how they can sometimes usefully supplement each other.
Finally, the analysis serves as a counterpoint to the pessimism that is typical of realist theory. Neorealism's worst-case focus and emphasis on capabilities to the exclusion of other variables leads its proponents to see little hope for progress in international relations. However, it would be premature to conclude that all realist analyses view international relations as necessarily consisting of relentless security competition in which defensive vigilance is the only hope for forestalling aggression.
The range of material factors that postclassical realism identi es as in uencing the likelihood of con ict are arguably currently quite favorable for low security tensions among the major powers. Unlike neorealism, therefore, postclassical realism provides some reason to be sanguine that the current positive state of security relations between the major powers need not be merely a temporary anomaly.
